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PO Box 461, BRr06ETOWN 6255

October 13 2011
Hon Brian Ellis MLC
Chairman

Standing Coriumittee on Environment and Public Affairs
Parliament House
PERTH 6000

Dear Mr Ellis*
Petition No. 81- Preservation of Warrup Forrest Block

It has been suggested by Mr Rus Catomore, the Principal Petitioner and a Coriumittee
Member of BCFF, that Iwrite to inform your Committee of infomnation recently discovered
by our group which has significant bearing on the future of the Warrup Forest Block and the
adjacent Greater Kingston National Park and the Tone Perup Nature Reserve.
In support of our credibility in this matter I would like first to summarize our involvement in

support for Warrup over a period of the past15 years or more.
Asrecorded in previous material made available to the Committee by Mr Catomore BGFF
has consistently supported the inclusion of Wariup in the Greater Kingston National Park.
The Greater Kingston Forest(including all of Wattup) was classified by the National Trust
for its natural heritage values and registered as a place of heritage significance in 1998. This
whole area was expected by anto be reserved asthe National Park. When it was discovered
that the Department of Conservation and Land Management had decided to excise most of

Warrup from the National Park BGFFjoined with the Blackwood Environment Society and
others in objecting strongly to this action in a well documented case,

Many years of work by Dr Leonie van derMaesen, working with BGFF, showed that Warnip
wasthe most significantremaining example of unreserved mature, intact, mixed old-growth
and high conservation value forest remaining in the South Eastern Jarrah Forest. This was

supported by BGFF in numerous submissions to Agencies and Ministers, CUIminating in our
response to the Mid Terrn Audit of the Forest Management Plan 2004-2013,
At the suggestion of a member we circulated the petition which is now Petition No. 81 and
have since received a further batch of signed petition forms which will be given to the Hon
Giz Watson for presentation in due course.

We made a detailed subntission to the Public Comment on the Draft Perup Management Plan
whichwas accompanied by almost 200 individualsubmissions from members and supporters
and called forthe inclusion of Warrup in the reserve system.
In support of our contention that Warrup has special values in both indigenous and nonindigenous heritage matters we funded a major archaeological survey which has shown that
Warrup is a rich archaeological precinct with potentially thousands of years of artefacts
hidden under surface organic litter and soil and exposed in such places as road verges. We
have also lodged a nonitnation to the State Heritage Register with the Heritage Council
concerning the renmants of a historic timber trainway in the west of Warnip.
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Those parts of Warrup accessible to the public have been the location of major functions,
visits, guided tours and forest walks with groups ofBGFF members and the local cornrriunity
and wider community, including the composition and recording in the forest of two songs
aboutthe Warnip forest by members ofBGFF and students arthe Bridgetown High School,
Given this background of interest and involvement we have been concerned aboutthe likely
effects of intensive logging and in particular have studied an area of Warnip where logging
of more than 500 hectares was carried out as part of a sannity trial in 1981 82. This area
probably represents the oldest example of the results of logging in a form similar to the
silvicultural procedures adopted today by the Forest Products Commission, Frankly the
regrowth is a failure and casts serious doubt on the ability ofFPC to carry out sustainable
logging of the eastern laitah forest,
We have in the press and in letters to Agencies and Ministers called for the effects of climate

change to be given more serious consideration and in particularfbr the key future role of
Warrup as a path for species migration in the face of drying climate progressing from the east
to be taken seriously.

As a result when we found earlier this yearthat a document dealing with the effects of

climate change on forestsustainability' had been issued 1100ked with some interest at it. The
reportfbcused on those sections of the DEC managed lands that were within the State Forest
and concluded that in the Warren Region at least the area likely to be affected within the
20 year scope of the report was not significant. It did however make various

recommendations about fine tuning existing procedures and monitoring the effects of climate
change.

A smallscale map of the South West was included showing in colour coding the areaslikely
to be affected by three climate change scenarii low-severity, medium-severity and highseverity. On looking closely at these areas I noticed that they appeared to be in the area of the
Perup Draft Management Plan public consultations. I enlarged the map in question and
plotted the areas of the various colour codes on a map of the area showing the various land
uses by identifying the pixelboundaries in relation to known land parcels. The result wasthe
attached map of the area with Warnip at its western edge and including much of the Greater
Kingston National Park and the Tone PerupNature Reserve.

The significance was quite clear:that by 2030, under one or other of the medium and high
severity scenarii, about halfofthe Tone Perup Nature Reserve and part of the Greater
Kingston National Park the area hatched in red on the attached map - could experience
annual rainfallless than the critical 600 Trim necessary forthe regeneration and growth of tall
Jarrah forest.

So although the report was correct in stating that DEC managed state forests in the Watten
Region would not be significantly affected in the next 18 years, it did not acknowledge that
areas forming a key part ofthe Comprehensive and Adequate and Representative reserve
system could be significantly affected.
There are several potential effects of this:

. Ally reduction in the effectiveness of the CAR reserve system as a result of such climate
change would need to be offset by reservation of additional representative areas. Wariup
is the only major, unreserved, intact forest area with a full suite of environmental

characteristics identifying a level of biological and habitat significance superiorto other
parts of the Greater Kingston region. Therefore in the light of the climate change threatto
existing reserves revealed in the DEC report Warnip must be added to the CAR reserve
' Department of Environment and Conservation Sustainable Forest Management Technical Report N0. 5,
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system. This cannot expand to the east and other constraints (plantations, logged areas etc
to the North and South) mean that Warrup is the logical solution,
. With deterioration of the areas to the east ofWanup Block, species migration to more
westerly forests will become a critical factor and areas necessary to facilitate this must be
preserved in an effective fomi,

. With the progression westward of climate change and further reduction in rainfall the
ability of certain types and conditions offorestto survive will become critical and the

existing mature forest cover in Wattup is well placed to provide resilience to climate
change.
Coriumenting on the above

The Conservation Co, ,u, Lission, in its inId ternireview of the Forest Management Plan in
2008, indicated strong concern forthe future impact of climate change on biodiversity in
Southwest forests. The Cornimssion strongly identified the need for adequate landscape
connectivity across state forests and the reserve system to support biodiversity values in
forests. It noted also the need to review current provisions forthe achievement of such
connectivity in the reserve system.

While there is not yet general agreement on the size of wildlife corridors required for species
wigration, BGFF Vice PresidentNick Dodson recalls a series of CSIRO Nature Conservation
Conferences in the inid 1990s at which Dr Denis Saunders, Head of CSIRO Wildlife

Division, offered as guidelines that corridors should be tens of metres for a single species,
hundreds of metres for a conrrnunity-scale corridor and kilometres wide for an ecosystem.
Given the constricting effect of plantations above the westward extension of the GKNP to

Warrup and the areas to be intensiveIy logged to the south (e. g. Coonan 05), the fullwidth of
the GKNP extension should open into mature Warnip forest,

On the other hand the issue of species ringration has not been taken seriously by DEC. The
Climate Change Report unjustifiably dismisses any need for additional measures such as
reserve expansion and greater connectivity between reserves. The following extract from the
report shows this.
10.33 Connectivity to undisturbed areas
Connectivity with undisturbed areas enables the migration offauna populations that require
cover. Re-establishment of key functional groups is required forthe functioning of the forest
ecosystem,

Risk

FMF actionsto

mitigate risk

Additional actions that
could be taken in

recognition of increased
risk from climate chain e

Vulnerable species

Connectivity of habitatis

No additional measures are

becoming isolated in

maintained through a

proposed.

undisturbed areas

network of informal

preventing gene flow

reserves, e. g. stream

between populations or

disrupting sourcesink and

reserves linking formal
reserves* old growth patches

meta- o ulation d namics.

and fauna habitat zones

It should be rioted that fauna habitat zones (FHZs) are not a permanent reserve and could be
logged after as little as 15 years'
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The Forest Management Plan approach generally is to monitorthe effects and apply adaptive
management where necessary. However once logging commences in Warnip the whole block
will have been substantially logged within one ortwo years and the ability to support species
migration will thus have been severely compromised.
With the very dry winter last year forests as far south as Collie showed serious stress, with
significant drought deaths observed in the jarrah forest, banksia and woodlands. This has

reinforced investigations by, among others, Professor Giles Hardy, Director of the State
Centre of Excellence for Climate Change, Woodland and Forest Health, Murdoch University.
Professor Hardy suggeststhat a marure forest such as Warrup is best able to provide
resilience to cope with climate stress while more dense miniature regrowth after intensive
logging would be significantly disadvantaged.
In the period since the petition was presented last year a range of scientific information
continues to be published or is currently under development that is highly relevant to forest
management in Southwest WA and particularly significant for current management decisions
in respect to Warrup Block in the face of climate change,
We would appreciate the opportunity to assemble relevant material to provide further
infonnation to the Standing Coriumittee based on this work. It would be of the greatest
assistance ifthis matter could be left open by the Committee forthe present to give us time to
do this,

Sincerely,

Richard Winenoom

President, Bridgetown-Greenbushes Friends of the Forest

Allachme"I. ' Mop of pole"tmlclim@te change effects
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